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2020 Advertorial Program
CONTROL YOUR EXPOSURE THROUGH OUR MIXED-MEDIA ADVERTORIALS
These Print + Digital Special Sections offer an estimated exposure
of over 170,000 readers, via integrated, year-long, promotions

Print – E-Mail – Website – Reprints
AVAILABLE AND PROMOTED ONLINE, YEAR-LONG

HOW IT WORKS:
1. Our writer will take your information (documents, phone calls) to generate the write up –
which the advertiser will have final approval of. The writer is there to create the section in
the same voice and style; you will control the factual content. This will be a section within
the pages of the monthly issue.

Distribution to 50,000 readers (with pass along....75,000 total print readers)
2. The advertorial section will then be recreated digitally with live links and embedded video
and sent to our 19,000 opt e-mail readers roughly 3 weeks after the issue releases.

Distribution: 19,000 + e-mails
3. Your write up will also be presented in our online Resource Guide within the Article
Section. We will promote your individual write up on your eNewsletter, driving readers back
to your write up all year long.

Online line Impressions 96,000+
4. Then it will be posted as a reference piece in our Special Marketing Section on our website - linked from the home page; for one year. We will promote the advertorial section
throughout the year continually pushing readers back to the digital section.

eNewsletter branding & exposure to 80,000+

For more information, email sales@woodshopnews.com
10 Bokum Road, Essex, CT 06426 • 860-767-3200 • www.woodshopnews.com

a division of

2020 Advertorial Program
The Finishing Touch for 2019

SPECIAL MARKETING SECTION

Sherwin-Williams Color Express™
Precise Color – On Demand.
From moody grays to invigorating blues,
choosing color is an immersive and emotional
experience for consumers, and it’s a key influencer when it comes to their purchasing
behavior. In today’s age of customization and
personalization, the ability to meet a consumer’s needs for custom color, both quickly and
accurately, is more important to your business
than ever. That’s why Sherwin Williams has
developed the Color Express™ System to help
you deliver precise color, on demand.

The system is comprised of product bases,
dispensing equipment and inspirational color
tools that give a woodshop the capability to
provide custom color exceptionally well, while
simultaneously elevating its color position.
With Color Express, a shop can deliver color
to consumers with short lead times and high
degrees of accuracy through repeatable automated dispensing. With access to thousands of
colors from the Sherwin-Williams Color Snap®
fan deck, and trend forecasts from the experts
at the company’s Global Color & Design Center, a woodworker can now leverage color like
never before to sell more product and help increase the business’ profitability.
The Color Express System delivers repeatable and accurate colors through onsite automated dispensing, with three key components:
a consistent base system, a set of highly-controlled universal colorants, and optimal dispensing equipment. The color delivery components within the Color Express System are
thoroughly tested to ensure the highest-quality
finishes in colors matched to the Sherwin-Williams fan deck.
The Color Express product lineup includes
wood finishes that have been selected based on
strong performance and repeatability, and it is
matched to thousands of colors from the industry standard Sherwin-Williams fan deck.
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SPECIAL MARKETING SECTION

M.L. Campbell® offers a wide range of products, each of which has its own unique advantages, yet they are all specially formulated to
work together to meet the toughest finishing
needs. The company’s Wood Finishing Systems are designed to provide woodshops with
every product needed to produce high-quality,
professional wood finishing across multiple
technology platforms.
When it comes to selecting the right M.L.
Campbell product, a complete line of stains,
sealers, and primers serves as an important
foundation to exceptional topcoats. And the

unique system is highlighted by a full selection of excellent clear and pigmented topcoat
finishes that ensure the highest levels of ease,
flexibility, and durability.

The company’s trusted, market-leading products have been used for decades by prominent
wood finishers throughout North America. But
M.L. Campbell is always innovating. CODA™
Interior Hybrid Polyurethane is the latest addition to its polyurethane offering. This unique
hybrid technology ensures an exceptional quality finish with scratch, mar, and chemical resistance that rivals traditional polyurethanes.
This unique alkyd/acrylic hybrid technology
resists yellowing and has excellent long-term
color stability.
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Osborne Wood Products
Celebrates 40th Anniversary

Look No Further for That Final Touch

nents in their garage and
selling them through a local country co-op. Since
those days, the company’s
offerings have grown substantially. And today, it
occupies a cutting-edge,
80,000 square-foot manufacturing and distribution
facility in Toccoa, Georgia that is fully equipped
with state-of-the-art CNC
woodworking equipment.
As a family-owned business, Osborne separates itself from the competition with a culture of caring for each customer. This is evident in the high level of personal
assistance and customer support provided.
“It gives me great pride to join Osborne
Wood employees, clients and business partners
in celebrating the company’s 40th anniversary,” says CEO Leon Osborne. “We have come

Your Source for
Metal and Acrylic
Furniture Components

In an environment where time and productivity efficiencies mean so much to the bottom
line, CODA can help. With fast drying times,
CODA can save a woodshop time and help
speed up production. It’s also easy to use –
there’s just one simple-to-remember 10:1 mix
ratio for all products in the CODA line, and a
pot life of up to four hours.
CODA is available in primers, sealers, tintable pigmented and interior clear, with a full
range of sheens. This simple combination
makes CODA the perfect choice for use on bar
tops, conference room tables, cabinets, furniture, millwork or any other interior wood surface that requires a hard and durable finish.
CODA is the next generation in performance – the finish you’ve been waiting for.
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We put everything into this formula. So you can get everything out of it. CODA 2K Hybrid Polyurethane

TRADE PARTNER
PROGRAM

delivers unique technology, giving you a professional finish with exceptional long-term color stability, chemical

Accuride, a global leader in movement technology, has crafted a new family of innovative
solutions for commercial-grade woodwork–
the 3135EC and 3160EC Undermount Slides.
The 3135EC offers the perfect blend of sleek
appearance and smooth action for upscale
cabinetry projects. The concealed full extension slide has a fluid damper that resists slamming without bounce-back, and precision adjustment for exquisite mechanics. It rides on
ball bearing and polymer rollers, and fits both
1/2” and 5/8” drawer sides. Available in even
lengths from 12” to 28” and also 15” and 21”,
it supports loads of up to 100 lbs. and is compatible with drawers up to 30” wide. There’s a
front lever disconnect for easy drawer removal
and reinsertion, and Accuride’s next generation Easy-Close (EC) action brings the drawer

Osborne is efficient: 92% of shipments are
executed same day! Volume discounts are
available to the trade and hobbyists alike.
Products are offered in hard maple, walnut,
red birch, hickory, and mahogany as well as
traditional oak, cherry, soft maple, alder and
pine. Osborne Wood Products also specializes
in custom millwork services for unique project needs, and custom quotes are provided
free of charge.
Osborne’s Trade Partner Program for professional woodworkers requires no joining
fee, and it immediately benefits customers
with an introductory discount that increases
dramatically as the volume of annual purchases grows. While there are no requirements for minimum orders, volume orders
are eligible for deep discounts.
“I sincerely thank the many people who have
trusted us with their business over the years,”
says Mr. Osborne. “We don’t take our responsibility lightly, and we’re honored that you
continue to choose us for your wood component needs”.
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to a smooth, gentle close every time. Behind
the scenes, new lower spacer clips provide lateral support and reduce migration and side-toside movement, and the slides also have easyadjust cams for frontal adjustment. The 3135EC
is ADA-compliant, with less than 5 lbs. of pullforce needed to open the drawer.
Another original concept in this series, the
new 3160EC slide supports drawers from 31” to
40” wide – and an optional stabilizer kit allows
it to handle ultra-wide drawers up to an incredible 60” wide! The kit (item PN 4180-0753-XE)
keeps extra-wide drawers synchronized with
minimal racking or drawer sagging. This improves stability, and prevents unwanted sideto-side movement when closing or opening
drawers. Also rated for up to 100 lbs. the 3160EC
is the perfect movement solution for larger projects such as boutiques,
upscale
residences
and fine galleries. Both
models include traditional and 32mm hole
patterns, and slotted
holes for lateral drawer adjustment during installation. The
3135EC allows vertical, horizontal, and
front-to-back drawer
front
adjustment,
and a quarter-turn
cam lock secures the
drawer in position after adjustment. The
3160EC carries all the
great features of the
3135EC such as flawless movement and

superior soft-close action. Fully concealed, it too
has easy-to-use lever disconnects.
Accuride has been developing original, innovative products for over half a century and
the company takes pride in its role as a leader
in movement solutions. The 3100 Series slides
exemplify those values with their advanced,
rack-free suspension system and convenient
cam-adjust. Both of these slides are certified by
the Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI)
and the Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association (BHMA), and woodworkers can now
find them quickly and easily in Accuride’s new
online store. While there, take a look at some
of the clever accessories that make installation
of the 3100 Series easier and faster, such as a
drilling jig, face frame brackets and even a tool
kit that includes everything a craftsman needs
to complete an install. Both the 3135EC and
3160EC come with a limited lifetime warranty.

Play Video
Accuride
Website: accuride.com
Phone:
(562) 263-9636
Email:
accuride.com/contact
Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=D9z5GWhLS0M
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Osborne Wood’s comprehensive,
easy-to-navigate online store
provides detailed information
on sleek and contemporary
acrylic and metal furniture
components that complement
today’s modern designs.

a long way since we started the business, and
I look forward to building on our tradition of
innovation and excellence for years to come.”
Osborne offers over 1,500 SKUs through
OsborneWood.com, with some components
available in up to 15 wood species. Customers
can quickly, conveniently and securely order
island posts, table legs, corbels, moldings, cabinet feet, furniture feet, pilasters, on-lays, chair
legs, vanity legs, table slides, table aprons/
bases and furniture kits, as well as other wood
and metal decorative components.

LE

THE CHEMISTRY THAT
CONCLUDES YOUR SEARCH.

Sherwin-Williams
E-mail:
marketing@sherwin.com
Phone:
(844) 290-6044
Web:
oem.sherwinwilliams.com/
colorexpress
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This year, Osborne Wood Products celebrates
forty years of supplying the remodeling, cabinetry and furniture trades with high-quality,
unfinished decorative wood, acrylic, and industrial components, as well as hardware.
Osborne Wood’s humble origins trace back
four decades to when Leon and Janice Osborne
began manufacturing wood furniture compo-

CODA™.

Color delivery starts with inspiration, and
Sherwin Williams’ comprehensive set of Color Express™ color tools give your customers
a seamless path from inspiration to delivery. It all starts with access to the full array
of Sherwin-Williams fan deck colors. That is
bolstered by industry-focused color forecasts
developed by the color and design experts at
our Global Color & Design Center, and digital
tools such as an online color visualizer and the
blue-tooth enabled portable Color ReaderPro
color matching tool, designed to ease the decision-making process.
To learn more about how to take your color
offering to the next level, visit Sherwin-Williams online.

100% CONTENT - 600 WORDS

ADVERTORIAL SPREAD
The Finish You’ve Been Waiting For

SHER-WOOD® HB Pigmented Conversion Varnish is a high build, high solids, high
performance catalyzed varnish designed
for finishing interior wood products such as
kitchen cabinets or furniture. This allows for
fast build and excellent sag resistance, when
used on hanging lines or flat lines. This product features an eight-hour pot life and meets
all KCMA test requirements when used as a
self-seal system, or over a catalyzed vinyl or
varnish primer/surfacer.
SHER-WOOD® Color Express™ Precat is a
fast-drying, high performance, pre-catalyzed
lacquer designed for the general interior wood
finishing market. After catalyzation, it provides
three months of working pot life. This product
meets all KCMA test requirements when used
as a self-seal system, or over a catalyzed vinyl
or lacquer primer such as the SHER-WOOD®
White Vinyl Sealer (P63W2 or SHER-WOOD®
Precat Primer Surfacer – E63W30).
And SHER-WOOD® Color Express™ 275
Varnish is a high-performance catalyzed varnish that meets strict VOC emission requirements of <275 grams/liter. After catalyzing,
this product has an eight-hour working pot life.
This is a great choice for kitchen cabinets, furniture and general interior wood finishing. It
meets all KCMA test requirements when used
as a self-seal system, or over the SHER-WOOD
5421W Universal Primer.

SINCE 1979

resistance, and dry times compared to traditional polyurethanes. The finish you’ve been waiting for.

m l c a m p b e l l . c o m /c o d a

M.L. Campbell
Website: mlcampbell.com/coda
E-mail:
marketing@mlcampbell.com
Phone:
(800) 364-1359

Serving Cabinetmakers, Woodworkers and Remodelers | www.OsborneWood.com
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Osborne Wood Products, Inc.
Website: www.osbornewood.com
Phone:
(800) 849-8876
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300 WORDS +
HALF PAGE AD

400 WORDS +
ONE THIRD PAGE AD
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500 WORDS +
QUARTER PAGE AD

RATES
Advertorial Spread

Full page ad + full page Advertorial

Advertorial Full Page Unit

$4,000 net
$2,800 net

CONTACT INFORMATION

RORY BEGLIN
(860) 767-3200 Ext. 242
E-mail: rory@woodshopnews.com
For more information, email sales@woodshopnews.com
10 Bokum Road, Essex, CT 06426 • 860-767-3200 • www.woodshopnews.com
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Advertorial Sections
Expanding your marketing
reach through our Advertorial Section’s
digital e-mail releases.

Print
e-mail
eNewsletters
website
All in one program!

Your advertorial posted
on our web site.

Banner & text teaser ads will be run
4+ times over your 12 month program

SPECIAL MARKETING SECTION

The Finishing Touch for 2019

2020 SCHEDULE

THE

FINISHING
TOUCH

Complied by BHSW Inc.

March
July

N

Nothing says quality more than special touches that a cabinet shop or furniture
builder can add to a project. Going above and beyond will encourage good customers to return, and often bring their friends. That commitment to perfection
is what is allowing Osborne Wood Products to celebrate forty years of supplying
shops with decorative hardware and unique components. Working in wood,
metal and acrylic, the company has created a catalog of some 1,500 products such
as corbels, balusters, table legs and moldings.
Another world class manufacturer, Milesi Wood Coatings, has recently become
the first manufacturer of its kind to launch Block Chain Addition (BCA). This is a
cutting edge, unique, patent-pending cure chemistry that concentrates the finest
characteristics of pre-catalyzed and post-catalyzed polyurethane, acrylic and ureic
finishes in a single technology.
California’s Accuride is a global leader, too, and its engineers have developed
two new slides for commercial casework that add the perfect finishing touch to
drawers. One of them, the 3160EC, is designed to support today’s larger compo-

nents – it will carry drawers up to a full 60” wide!
Another major advance in hardware comes from Create-A-Bed, which has
developed an adjustable mechanism that lets the builder/installerm, and even the
end user, adjust tension… without even moving the mattress.
Fine tuning is also the aim of AcromaPro’s new Bernyl™ line of products for
formaldehyde free finishing. They make it easier for woodshops to achieve indoor
air quality improvements using existing processes and equipment. And that’s
a finishing touch that has special appeal to consumers in today’s furniture and
cabinet markets.
M.L. Campbell’s new CODA™ Interior Hybrid Polyurethane ensures an
exceptional quality finish with scratch, mar, and chemical resistance that rivals
traditional polyurethanes.
And Sherwin Williams has developed the new Color Express™ System to help
woodshops deliver precise color, on demand, for the perfect finishing touch to
any job.
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“Making the best cabinets & furniture”
“The Finishing Touch”

1/28
5/26

September

“The Perfect Cut”

7/26

November

“Retooling for 2021”

9/26
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